Creating unique presentations
everywhere with Trifork Presenter
Access to sales and marketing collateral

Presenter is easy access
to your sales and marketing
collateral - no matter where
you are and even offline.
Quick drag and composition
of presentations right at your
fingertips. Creating exeptional
customer experience and
high quality meetings.
Do you find it a recurring burden for your
sales force to obtain the latest version
of your sales presentations, register activities after sales meetings and sending
presented material to customers? Then
Presenter is what you are looking for to
efficiently support your sales activities.
Modern, professional, mobile and
empowered. This is what your sales
force will be and what your customers
will think of when you are using the
Presenter technology on any tablets.

Presenter lets your employees be
present and support their personal
performance.

Global access
Presenter is a convenient and time
saving application suitable for managing a portfolio of different documents
while efficiently empowering your professional sales organization. Presenter
provides a complete overview of all
updated company presentations and
documents. Presenter is an intuitive
and powerful visual tool providing the
latest presentations, product information, promotions, prices, documentation and much more on the go.

Add-ons
And if that is not enough you can
add great extra features like Signed
function and 3D Viewer. Signed
makes it possible to sign contract on
the go while you close the deal with
the customer. 3D Viewer function
enables you to display your products
in amazing 3D.

Key Features
Easy distribution - Updated files
and presentation at your hand
even offline. Synchronize with
notifications of updated files.
Your brand - Presenter is customized and designed in your company brand and graphics
Easy to use - Empowering all your
mobile colleges on the road
Secure - A secure mobile extranet
with permission and administration
Easy integration - Integrate with
your existing CMS/ CRM systems
Multiplatform - Support all platform: iOS, Android, Windows 8
and includes reporting & statistics
All tablets - Presenter runs on any
tablet or even on an iPhone.
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Compose and present
Presenter enables the sales and marketing team to have relevant and updated material from the corporate CMS
on their iPads at all times. From the
iPad, they can quickly drag and drop
different presentations including PDF’s,
videos and pictures and compose a
tailor made presentation targeted a
specific customer. Also, the presentation can easily be sent to the customer
with a note after the meeting. Manage
and update all your company files from

For more information please contact
product-sales@trifork.com
www.trifork.com

a central point and control whom gets
access. Presenter automatically synchronize with the companies CMS and
with notification on the iPad if there is
any updated or new files. Hereby your
material is always up-to-date.

Easy in any way as 1-2-3
Presenter is an out-of-the-box product
ready to use immediately. Presenter
is of course secure and offers extra
safety for your mobile colleges.

All you have to do is order and:
1. Send your cooperate company
brand and graphics (skin)
2. Login to your content systems for
integration (API)
3. Download Presenter app and you
are on the go creating unique interactive presentations and exceptional
customer experience.

More information
Please do not hesitate to contact us
and we will help you with any request.

